Our dear Customers...
Let's try it wirelessly

You and Your Home
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Heating and Cooling
The warmth of your home. In all rooms exactly
like you need.

iNELS RF Control
THE HEART OF YOUR HOUSE
Thanks to iNELS, you're one step at home.
Wherever and whenever you want.

Lighting
Quite simple
switching and
dimming through
the whole house.

Shutters
and Blinds
Automatic control for the shutters
and the blinds according to the
intensity of the sun ( according to
the intensity of the sunlight ).

The Wireless Solution From iNELS RF Control
An absolute unique solution for electrical installation for house or apartment's
constructions, or for the electrical installation's expansion.
It's nicely and easily done without any demolition or cutting through the walls.

Appliances
Easy access for switching the
house appliances, such as:
Fans, irrigation, pumps, ...
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Safety
Making mistakes is a part of human's nature,
that's why your house will be thinking like on
a forgetful owner's behalf.

Quick Control
With one easy touch, you'll be able to control more
than one function of scene, for example: lighting
scene and pulling the blinds.

RF smart box
An inconspicuous eLAN-RF-003 box is
used for radio frequency remote control
actuators (RF), using a web interface,
giving you the ability to control them from
your smart phone or tablet.

More on page 10.

Let us know.
Would you like to get your free individual
quotations?
Contact us on our web-page: www.inels.com.

Simple Control
Simp
Everythin is under control and managed with few touches
Everything
on your ssmart phone or tablet.
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No worries
Without useless costs
Without time delays
Without any construction work

Saving

Energy
saving

Without any
construction
work

It saves you
iNELS RF Control Wireless solution saves your time and money,
which otherwise you would spend on wiring or demolition. In
addition, in the future it saves you energy by reducing the lighting
and the heating costs.

No delay
Everything is quite quick, without any mess or complicated
construction work.

Electrical energy will be under your touch
You can easily control your house appliances, dimming the light,
control the blinds, garage doors, the cover of your swimming
pool and basically everything you have at your home, which is
connected to an electric current.
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Let the technology work

Spending is under control

Automate the processes in your house. The time, when
your lights could themselves switch on and off, is gone
for a long time. Thanks to iNELS all these features can be
configured to be suitable for you.

iNELS is a good investment. It doesn't only save your money
on wasted energy, but it also allows you to choose which
modules you exactly need. You don't have to buy the whole
system all at once, but instead you can get the parts and
the modules you currently need and buy the other modules
you'll need later from time to time.

Wirelessly, with iNELS RF Control
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Easy and Stylish
Everything is safe

Whatever you want to control

The communication between the trasmitter and the
receiver is quite reliable. It doesn't only provide the
communication frequency, but also the floating code.
Controlling your house by another person, or conflating
your system with your neighbor's system won't happen.
The transmitting frequency does not endanger your
health.

You can change the system function whenever you
want. The variable setting allows a single remote switch
in one day, the next day you can switch two lights
without any additional investment.

That's how controlling
is with
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Your house is literally - under your thumb.
You can simply control everything in your house,
using your laptop, tablet or smart phone.

Clever, even the stylish
Not only smart, but the switches are also designed in LOGUS90 series.
Frames are not only for wired and wireless switches, but also for the
classical and data sockets, simple or multiple. Don't only improve your
house with a smart system, but also with nice switches.

AL - Aluminium

CA - Crystal/Aluminium

OP - Gold/Pearl

MS - Mahogany/Grey

GA - Granite/Aluminium

It looks great
Wireless controllers don't need any complicated wiring. They will be
wherever you will place them. As many of them you'll own,
as many of them will function.

It's time for a change
For a long time, we were used to have the regular bulbs, and suddenly,
new bulbs appeared, which can save our money and our environment. It's
a similar thing here with the switches. Till now they have been telling us
what to do, but today they conform to us.
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Calculation Sample
Components Selection
Whether you decided to do a reconstruction or improve your current house, iNELS RF
Control will let you choose exactly what you need from these modules. Is it enough for
you to control your lighting or your heating regulations as the first step? No problem.
When you will want to improve your house again, it would be enough to buy the next
modules that you need. The installations are quite simple, as well as controlling them
through your tablet or smart phone.

RF Set
Dimming socket
1 transmitter
according to your choice

+

105,74 €
That's how you can start!

FAMILY HOUSE
Functionality

Product Type

Heating control ( 3 zones )

3 x RFSTI-11B

Price in EUR
237,30

Shutters control ( 2 )

2 x RFJA-12B

145,96

Lighting control ( including dimming )

4 x RFDEL-71B

356,92

RGB LED strip control

1 x RFDA-73/RGB

118,45

Controlling the socket appliances

1 x RFSA-66M

140,43

Irrigation control

1 x RFSA61B

Controlling window's detectors

2 x JA-82M

Wireless switch

2 x RFWB-40

Controlling using RF Touch

1 x RF Touch/W

382,75

1 x eLAN-RF-003

207,75

55,80
126,46
79,70

( Touch Central Control Unit )
Controlling using smart phone,
tablet ( smart box )

Installation time takes only 1 working day

1852
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How to decide correctly?
Apartment
Functionality

Product Type

Heating control ( 2 zones )

2 x RFSTI-11B

Price in EUR
158,20

Lighting control (4)

4 x RFDEL-71B

356,92

Sunblinds control

1 x RFSA-61B

55,80

Controlling the socket appliances

1 x RFSA-66 M

140,43

Controlling window's detectors

1 x JA-81M

67,40

Wireless switch

2 x RFWB-40

79,70

Remote RF controller with oLED

1 x RF Pilot

1 x eLAN-RF-003

207,75

tablet ( smart box )

Installation time will be 6 hours

2. To decide. Find out, what do you need at home.
The basic set is actually available for everyone. The
acquisition costs may well start with 50 EUR. Of course,
the more money you invest, the better functions your
iNELS has.

141

display RF Pilot
Controlling using smart phone,

1. To choose iNELS. It's a Top Czech product, which
has been manufactured by ELKO EP since 2005. Also,
thanks to iNELS we kept our title as the best company
of the 2012 in Zlin Region.

1207 €

3. To advice. Please contact us or electrical companies
that deal with the implementation of the system. They
will be more than happy to provide you with the advise,
which is the most suitable alternative usage of iNELS as well as repayment options.
4. To enjoy. Enjoy the sweet comfort that previously you
couldn't experience. The whole house is now working
to your immagination. It responds to you, it's interactive,
it understands you and saves your money. And let you
be yourself.
5. To monitor trends. iNELS is constantly improving and
changing, so follow our news and consider, if they would
not fit into your home. The system is modular, so it's up to
you what you want to use at home.
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Smart boxes for your
electrical installation
System's news
Smart Box eLAN-RF-Wi-003
This eLAN-RF-Wi-003 smart Box offers a new possibility for
controlling RF actuators, which is done by the help of our iHC
application ( iNELS Home Control ) for Android. Thanks to
the integrated WiFi module, you can connect directly to your
RF Control installation, without using any router. This gives
you the ability to control your lights, appliances, heating, air
conditioning, blinds or irrigation. Simply, you have the entire
house under control using your smart phone or tablet, without
having to interfere with your original wiring.

eLAN-IR-003, the smart box for controlling
audio-video devices using your smart phone
The Smart Box or "The fear of IR drivers" consolidates all your drivers under
one. Despite the browser of your smart phone or tablet, you can control your
device without them having direct visibility. You can connect and control your
phone or tablet, and even when you are not at home. You can switch on air
conditioning or heating on the way from work.
The Smart Box can control up to 3 devices, the setting is done by recording
commands from your existing controller.
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We're inviting you to iNELS Showroom
iNELS, SYKORA HOME
Českomoravská 183,
190 00 Praha 9 – Vysočany
Tel: +420 773 773 735
Email: praha@inels.com
www.inels.com
Opening hours:
Mon. - Fri.: 10:00 – 19:00
Sat.: 10:00 – 17:00

An Overview of Wireless units system
USB

Controllers

RFAP/USB

RFAP/USB
RF Touch-W

RF Touch-B

Converters

RF Pilot

1M

RF KEY

RFWB-20/G

RFWB-40/G

RFTC-10/G (50/G)

Repeater

3M

eLAN-RF-003

RFIM-20B

RFIM-40B

RFTI-10B

RFSG-1M

Switching actuators

RFGSM-220

RFRP-20

eLAN-RF-003, eLAN-RF-Wi-003

Compatible
Compatible

1M

3M

IP 65

RF ANT.
RF ANT.

868MHz
868MHz

Electricity
meter

ΣE
E

RFPM-1
RFSC-11(61)

RFSA-11B (61B)

RFSA-62B

Dimming actuators

RFSAI-61B

3M

RFSA-61M

RFSA-66M

RFUS-11(61)

Shutter actuators

IP 65

Detectors

RFSF-1B
RFDSC-11(71)

RFDA-11B(71B)

RFDEL-71B

Temperature
actuators

RFDA-73M/RGB

RFJA-12B/230 V

RFSOU-1

Analog actuator
Telva 230/24/NO/NC

DIML
RFSTI-11B

RFJA-12B/24V DC

RFSTI-11/G

RFATV-1

RFDAC-71B

JA-80P

JA-81M

JA-82M

FP-1
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Why should you choose iNELS RF Wireless Control for your reconstruction

1. Do you know that the regulation of heating system can save up to 30% of the energy costs
2. Without any construction work
3. The fast duration for electrical installations's implementation
4. Convenient and affordable prices for everyone
5. The possibility of upgrading your system - gradually upgrade your installations
6. Battery - powered transmitters - no electrical injury
7. The variability of the features that you can change
8. The Design, which inspires you
9. Professional assembly and service of our partners
10. We are the Czech company, which top priority is customer's satisfaction

Our goal is to give you advice how to save ...
With a smile on the face.

www.elkoep
p .com
om

ELKO EP, s.r.o.
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